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welcome to the world of harry potter, the land where magic meets reality. over ten years have passed since the world was plunged into a magical war. defeated voldemort has now turned his evil eyes towards hogwarts, the ultimate
stronghold of good. it is now up to you to lead the next generation of wizards. destroy the last remaining horcruxes before they are reunited and unlock the doors to the next generation of magical creatures. the final battle between

the forces of good and evil will take place on a world ready to crumble. voldemort has returned, and no one knows where he is hiding, even among the ranks of his own followers. only dumbledore, who has lost all of his magical
ability, knows for sure that it is only a matter of time before he is betrayed. it is up to you to keep the world safe, to keep the masses safe, to save the wizarding world one more time.. or die trying. this game is very close related to
the previous game. only some side missions such as story missions have been removed. the game also has an improved graphics, and improved gameplay and controls, and many new magical spells. it also has harry potter, ron,

hermione and neville's very own perspective on the story. whereas in the previous harry potter and the deathly hallows game, you were harry potter only, in the new game, harry potter and the deathly hallows part 2, you can
choose to play as any of the four characters. if you have played the previous game, you will feel right at home in harry potter and the deathly hallows part 2. the real fun begins when the player feels that he has already played the

previous game.
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" the battle for azkaban" and "the order of the phoenix" have come and gone." to celebrate the final film in the "harry potter" series, warner bros. home entertainment has released a special edition of harry potter and the deathly hallows: part 2. the film features a slate of
special features that will bring the film alive again and allow for additional exploration of the story and characters. the first disc contains the movie and the second disc is packed with the featurettes and special features. harry potter and the deathly hallows part 2 has just been

released. prepare yourself for the ultimate battle! and where better to start that preparation than the documentary "behind the candles." in this film, the team at warner bros. discuss what it takes to make this epic film. star robert pattinson discusses his role as harry potter, and
there are interviews with the cast and crew from "deathly hallows part 2." this feature-length documentary is a must for all fans who want to know more about the unique story behind the film. the final film in the "harry potter" series, harry potter and the deathly hallows part 2
comes at the right time for fans of the franchise to revisit the epic story. in the film, harry, hermione, ron, and company go back to the school to destroy the last horcrux, voldemort's mother, with the help of the one person they trust. harry makes a choice that will have major
implications on the future. now the battle for hogwarts is over in harry potter and the deathly hallows: part 2. with voldemort defeated and voldemort's reign of terror at an end, it's time to move on. the final two movies in the harry potter series are, of course, harry potter and

the deathly hallows: part 2 and harry potter and the deathly hallows: part 3. harry meets the potters past and future in this final film. 5ec8ef588b
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